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What Can Chicken Eyes Tell Us About Using NaturalVue
Multifocals?
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Randomized controlled chicken studies have shown relative myopic defocus from a
highly aspheric lens design can effectively impact the ocular growth signal of pre-
myopic and myopic chickens.

There is ample cross-species evidence that ocular growth can be attenuated by defocusing
light that falls on the retina.

https://reviewofmm.com/randomized-controlled-trials-with-chickens-using-the-naturalvue-multifocal-design/
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That is the idea that the eye can detect whether light is focused in front or behind the retina
then grow in the appropriate direction to reduce the blur. What that translates to in clinical
application is if light focuses in front of the retina, such as myopic defocus, it is a strong stop
signal for growth.

This knowledge inspired the concept of using bifocal or multifocal optics, where the center of
the lens would correct for refractive error and the periphery of the lens would have relative
plus power, to provide myopic defocus in order to neutralize the growth signal.

Early pioneers included Dr. Tom Aller in
California, who used commercially available
bifocal soft contact lenses for his clinical
management of myopia. Also, Drs. John
Phillips and Nicola Anstice from the University
of Auckland used custom made bifocal contact
lenses, which they named “dual-focus” contact
lenses, and conducted a small scale RCT
clinical study on the impact of the lens on
myopia progression. These efforts have
resulted in positive outcomes.

The Role of NaturalVue Multifocal Lenses
NaturalVue (etafilcon A) Enhanced Multifocal utilizes an aspheric optic optimized from a
catenary curve. This optic resulted in a rapid and smooth power progression, causing
minimal to undetectable visual disturbance, thus allowing an unprecedented amount of
relative plus power in the contact lens periphery without sacrificing visual comfort. It is
theorized that this high relative plus power provides a strong stop signal for eye growth and
could attenuate myopia progression.

Bifocal contact lenses had positive clinical results on myopia progression control. Some
cautioned the previous treatment effect found from relative plus power/myopic defocus via
bifocal optics could be just association, not causation, to the myopia control results.

https://reviewofmm.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/chickeneyesCapture.Recreation.png
https://reviewofmm.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/VTI.3.png
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Therefore, one should not assume other lens designs that provide relative plus power will be
effective for myopia management.

As a result, a couple of randomized controlled studies were designed to evaluate two
aspheric (catenary-like curve) relative plus power lens designs on eye growth using an
animal model.

A Look Into the Data
 In 2013, Drs. Woods, Irving, and their team from the University of Waterloo published a

randomized controlled chicken study. These chickens (36) were wearing a lens goggle on
their right eyes. Refraction and axial length measurements were taken at baseline and Day
14 by a masked examiner. The refraction was performed using streak retinoscopy. Axial
length was calculated from cornea to retina using high frequency A-scan. After the study,
frozen section measurements were also conducted for confirmation.

In their study design, there were two sets of control data:

Contralateral untreated eye (left eyes); the best control you can have as every potential
variable is equal but the lens. Thus, all measured differences can be contributed to the
treatment effect.
A control group with -10D single vision (SV) lens goggle; this condition has been
proven in previous literature to be able to induce a similar amount of myopia (i.e. -10D
SV lens will induce ~-10D myopia).

There were two Myopia Progression Control (MPC) lens designs for the treatment groups:

MPC 1 (Test 1): -10D powered central optic with relative peripheral plus power
(NaturalVue Multifocal optical design adapted to chicken pupil and vertex distance).
MPC 2 (Test 2): -10D powered central optic with 50% magnitude of relative peripheral
plus power compared to the MPC 1.

Here are the results from the control groups:

Outcomes of untreated eyes from all treatment groups were similar, indicating the
chickens were well randomized between groups.

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/23471891/
https://reviewofmm.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/Picture1.jpg
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Eyes with -10D SV goggles from the control group had significant myopia progression,
a -10D change of refraction accompanied with axial length elongation, indicating this
cohort of chickens was having classic responses given classic stimulus.  

Here are the treatment lens outcomes: The eyes with MPC T1 or MPC T2 lenses had similar
outcomes to the untreated eyes. The full dose MPC treatment lenses (T1) had less refractive
changes than the untreated eyes, but the axial length between these two groups was about
the same. Since there were no statistical differences in axial length changes between eyes
from both treatment lens types and untreated eyes, it was concluded that relative myopic
defocus inhibits the development of defocus-induced myopia in chickens.

(click to enlarge)

In 2017, Dr. Irving and team conducted another randomized controlled study. They evaluated
the relative plus power impact on chickens which already developed myopia.

All 43 chickens wore goggles with -10D SV lenses on their right eyes for the first seven days,
and these right eyes became myopic. Then these chickens were randomized into one control
and two treatment groups on the seventh day (D7). Again, there were two sets of control
data from contralateral untreated eyes and a -10D SV control group. Refraction (Rx) and
Axial Length (AL) measurements were conducted during Day 0, Day 7, and Day 14 by a
masked examiner. The treatment lenses were the same two designs (MPC 1 = NVMF and
MPC 2 = 50% relative defocus of MPC1) as their previous study; however, they were labeled
as Type 1 and 2 instead of Test 1 and 2 in this publication.

https://reviewofmm.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/VTI-Chicken-Woods-2013.jpg
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/opo.12400
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Mean (S.E.) change in refractive error and axial length for three
treatment days, for Conventional, Type 1, and Type 2 lens

designs. Panels (a, d), treated eye (b, e), untreated eye (c, f),
difference between treated (RE) and untreated (LE) eyes (*p <

0.001). (click to enlarge)

On Day 7, all treated eyes became myopic (-10D from baseline); contralateral untreated
eyes stayed hyperopic. Chicks were randomly assigned into three groups, and there were no
Rx or AL differences between groups at this point. Indicating these three groups had the
same starting point.

On Day 14, the SV group’s myopia progressed significantly like the classic responses. Eyes
that received 50% dose of defocus (MPC Type 2) became less myopic than seven days
before (partial myopia reversal). Eyes with MPC Type 1 lenses, with full dosage of relative
plus defocus, had reversed from being myopic and became hyperopic. In addition, they had
become more hyperopic than the untreated control eyes at this point.

As we compare the data with contralateral untreated eyes, the differences are quite telling.
At Day 14, MPC Type 2 (50% dose) showed reduction of myopia, but AL was shorter on
average but not significantly different from the SV group. That means the axial length
measurements from eye to eye varied a lot. MPC Type 1  eyes at Day 14 were more
hyperopic than the untreated eyes. The AL comparison also showed the MPC Type 1 eyes
were consistently shorter than the untreated eyes, and this was statistically significant. These
results indicated there was a complete reversal of myopia for the group with MPC Type 1
lenses.

https://reviewofmm.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/VTI-Chicken-study_Irving_et_al-2017-Ophthalmic_and_Physiological_Optics-scaled.jpg
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A similar study was conducted using dual-power lenses on chickens, and the results are
similar to Irving’s MPC 2 treatment group. Liu and Wildsoet (2011) have reported partial
myopia reversal and no significant difference in axial length from SV control group (Liu &
Wildsoet 2011).

Conclusion
 In conclusion, both randomized controlled chicken studies have shown relative myopic

defocus from a highly aspheric lens design can effectively impact the ocular growth signal of
pre-myopic and myopic chickens. In addition, there is a dose-response relationship, where
dose is the magnitude of relative ADD or myopic defocus. The alteration effects can be found
from both refraction and ocular axial length progression rates. In addition, there is a dose-
response relationship, where dose is the magnitude of relative ADD or myopic defocus.
These findings corroborate with the BLINK study, a randomized controlled clinical trial using
aspheric lens designs with different magnitude of relative plus powers. As a result, we have
confidence that the contact lenses with catenary-like aspheric optics from NaturalVue
Multifocal have the highest relative plus power for non-custom soft lenses in the market. This
body of evidence plus the findings from the six-year retrospective analysis in real-world
practices (Cooper et al, 2022), indicate that NaturalVue Multifocal will continue to provide
positive clinical impact on myopia management.

Dr. Ashley Tuan is the Chief Medical Officer of VTI. Dr. Tuan graduated from the
Ohio State University where she received Master of Physiological Optics and
Doctor of Optometry degrees. She received her Ph.D. in Vision Science from UC
Berkeley. Dr. Tuan’s professional career encompasses 27 years of experience and
includes a strong background in clinical and vision research in areas such as
myopia, higher order aberrations, presbyopia, refractive surgeries, and age-related
macular degeneration.
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